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of physiological and mental conditions 
are of growing interest in clinical and 
daily healthcare.[1,2] Recently, organic 
electrochemical transistor (OECT)-based 
biosensors have gained extensive atten-
tion[3,4] due to their uniquely high ampli-
fication,[5] and thereby high sensitivity, 
for detecting low-amplitude signals[6] 
even down to the single-molecule[7] or  
sub-millivolt[8,9] levels. Compared to con-
ventional field-effect transistors (FETs), 
the key difference in OECT lies in the 
semiconducting channel layers with 
mixed electronic and ionic transport that 
allows redox doping/dedoping in electro-
lyte with extraordinarily high transcon-
ductance (Gm) to gate modulation.[5]

To fully leverage OECTs’ advantage in 
high sensitivity for wearable and implant-
able biosensing, skin-like softness and 
stretchability are pivotal[10,11] for achieving 
seamless interfacing with curvilinear 
skin/tissue surfaces,[12] improving bio-
compatibility and wearing comfort,[13] and  
ultimately realizing high-fidelity signal 
transduction.[14] So far, the reported  

successes in developing stretchable OECTs are all based on 
one type of conjugated polymer as the channel layer: poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS), 
through strain-engineering,[15–19] microstructure-engineering,[20] 

Organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs) represent an emerging device 
platform for next-generation bioelectronics owing to the uniquely high 
amplification and sensitivity to biological signals. For achieving seamless 
tissue–electronics interfaces for accurate signal acquisition, skin-like soft-
ness and stretchability are essential requirements, but they have not yet been 
imparted onto high-performance OECTs, largely due to the lack of stretchable 
redox-active semiconducting polymers. Here, a stretchable semiconductor 
is reported for OECT devices, namely poly(2-(3,3′-bis(2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)
ethoxy)ethoxy)-[2,2′-bithiophen]-5)yl thiophene) (p(g2T-T)), which gives 
exceptional stretchability over 200% strain and 5000 repeated stretching 
cycles, together with OECT performance on par with the state-of-the-art. 
Validated by systematic characterizations and comparisons of different poly-
mers, the key design features of this polymer that enable the combination 
of high stretchability and high OECT performance are a nonlinear backbone 
architecture, a moderate side-chain density, and a sufficiently high molecular 
weight. Using this highly stretchable polymer semiconductor, an intrinsi-
cally stretchable OECT is fabricated with high normalized transconductance 
(≈223 S cm−1) and biaxial stretchability up to 100% strain. Furthermore, 
on-skin electrocardiogram (ECG) recording is demonstrated, which combines 
built-in amplification and unprecedented skin conformability.

1. Introduction

Wearable and implantable electronics that can intimately inte-
grate with human bodies to provide continuous monitoring 
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or packing-structure engineering.[21] However, PEDOT:PSS, as 
a heavily-doped conjugated polymer, can only allow OECTs to 
operate under depletion mode, which is not preferred for low 
power consumption.[22,23] In addition, PEDOT:PSS provides 
just moderate OECT performance that is an order of magni-
tude lower than the state-of-the-art,[24,25] as characterized by 
the product of the charge-carrier mobility (µ) and volumetric 
charge-storage capacitance (C*).

More recently, substantial progress has been made in 
the development of nondoped, redox-active semiconducting  
polymers (RASPs),[26,27] which not only enable OECTs to func-
tion in enhancement mode, but also provide largely increased 
[µC*].[25,28–30] Compared to the semiconducting polymers 
designed for organic field-effect transistors (OFETs), for which 
effective strategies have been reported for imparting stretch-
ability, RASPs are based on different design principles for  
enabling efficient ion transport and redox doping in aqueous-
stable voltage windows.[31,32] So far, there has not been any 
report of stretchable RASPs, not to mention the design  
principles on the chemical structures and molecular sizes for 
integrating high stretchability and high OECT performance. 
This currently stands as the major gap preventing the realiza-
tion of stretchable OECT-based sensors with high sensitivity 
and low power consumption.

Here, we report a high-performance stretchable RASP, 
namely poly(2-(3,3′-bis(2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)-
[2,2′-bithiophen]-5)yl thiophene) (p(g2T-T)), which shows 
extraordinary stretchability to 200% strain, and 5000 repeated 
stretching cycles (to 100% strain). To unravel the design  
principles for combining high stretchability and high OECT 
performance on RASPs, we have carried out systematic studies 
on the effects of chemical structures and molecular weights 
(MWs). Through combining the stretchable p(g2T-T) with a 
gold-based stretchable conductor, we also successfully fabri-
cated a fully stretchable OECT (Figure 1a) that, unprecedentedly, 
has a stretchability of 100% strain, together with a normalized 
Gm of 233 S cm−1, which is the highest among all the reported 
stretchable OECT.[15] The merit of its high conformability and 
high sensitivity for the human-interfaced recording of physio-
logical signals was demonstrated through the skin-conformable 
measurement of electrocardiogram (ECG), which gave superior 
signal quality with minimal influences from skin deformations.

2. Results and Discussion

For creating stretchable RASPs (Figure  1a) with high OECT  
performance, we reason that the chemical structure should 
satisfy three requirements: (1) relatively electron-rich backbone 
for low oxidation voltage in aqueous electrolytes; (2) polar side 
chains to allow sufficient aqueous swelling for efficient ion 
transport; (3) moderate backbone planarity for enabling, on one 
hand, efficient charge delocalization, and on the other hand, 
effective strain dissipation under stretching.[33] These criteria, 
putting together, led us to the identification of the polymer 
structure (Figure 1a, namely p(g2T-T)[28]) with a polythiophene 
backbone that has moderate chain flexibility, and polar trieth-
ylene-glycol side chains to allow for the penetration of hydrated 
ions. To achieve efficient intrachain charge transport between 

crystalline domains, we synthesized this polymer with a suffi-
ciently high MW (Mn = 67.5 kDa, PDI = 2.15; Figures S1 and S2, 
Supporting Information).

The stretchability of the p(g2T-T) thin film was tested by 
stretching on a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate to 
200% strain (Figure 1b). By optical microscopy and atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) (Figure 1c), it can be observed that the film 
maintained crack-free morphology, with a small roughness (Ra) 
of 2.7 ± 0.7 nm. The OECT performance of this polymer during 
stretching to 200% strain was investigated (Figure 1d) using a 
typical OECT structure assembled by the soft contact lamina-
tion method (Figure S3, Supporting Information). During the 
stretching parallel to the charge-transport direction, the transfer 
curves (Figure  1d) and output curves (Figure S4, Supporting 
Information) of the OECT operation stay nearly unaffected, just 
with some minor decrease of the peak Gm from ≈20 to ≈17.5 mS 
(Figure S5, Supporting Information). This should mainly come 
from the decrease in the film thickness under stretching. Upon 
releasing, moderate decreases of the on-current and peak Gm 
are observed, which are likely due to the deteriorated electrode 
contact from the microscopic buckling of the p(g2T-T) film 
(Figure S6, Supporting Information). During the stretching  
perpendicular to the charge transport, slightly more pro-
nounced decreases of the on-current and peak Gm are observed 
(Figures S7 and S8, Supporting Information). For further  
dissecting the strain’s influences on the RASP’s intrinsic 
properties from the device geometry changes, normalized Gm 
(Gm,normalized) was extracted, which has the following relation-
ships with µ, C*, and the threshold voltage (Vth)

µ ( )= −m,normlized
*

gs thG C V V  (1)

Notably, when the strain is parallel to the charge-transport 
direction, the Gm,normalized (Figure  1e) steadily increases by 
70% upon the application of 200% strain, while in the perpen-
dicular direction the Gm,normalized gradually decreases to 1/3 
of the initial value. To further understand the origin of such 
strong anisotropy in the responses to the stretching, the strain-
induced evolution of µ was estimated from the p(g2T-T) film by 
measuring the hole transient time of the OECT[34] (Figure S9,  
Supporting Information). With an initial value of 0.93 cm−2 V−1 s−1,  
the changing trends of µ agree very well with Gm,normalized 
(Figure  1e). On the other hand, the influence of the strain on 
the redox doping process was evaluated by measuring C* from 
the stretched p(g2T-T) film using electrical impedance spectro-
scopy (EIS) (Figure S10, Supporting Information) and fitting  
with a simplified Randle model.[29] As shown in Figure  1f, 
there is only less than 6% change in C* during the stretching  
process. Additionally, the variation of the Vth is less than 70 mV 
(Figure  1f), which is consistent with the nearly unshifted  
oxidation onset voltage (Vox,onset) given by the cyclic voltam-
metry (CV) measurement (Figure S11, Supporting Informa-
tion). Taken together, these results reveal that the influence of 
applied strains on p(g2T-T)’s OECT performance mainly acts 
on the polymer’s µ. At the molecular level, we reason that the 
strain predominately impacts the conformation of polymer 
chains without causing significant bond rupture, therefore the 
charge transport shows some dependence on the strain level 
while the redox capacity is largely maintained constant. The 
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extraordinary stretchability of p(g2T-T) is also reflected by the 
robustness against cyclic stretching. As shown in Figure 1g and 
Figure S12 (Supporting Information), the OECT performance is 
nearly unchanged even after 5000 stretching cycles compared 
with the single stretching, in both parallel and perpendicular 
directions.

To understand the strain-dissipation behavior of p(g2T-
T) and thereby uncover the reasons for the anisotropic influ-
ence of the strain on charge transport, we performed a set of 

morphological characterizations to understand the structural 
evolution of p(g2T-T) film across different length scales. Cross-
polarized optical microscopy was first performed to analyze 
the chain alignment. As shown in Figure  2a and Figure S13 
(Supporting Information), stretching to 200% strain changes 
the p(g2T-T) film from all-angle light extinction to 45° light re-
emergence, with respect to the rotation of the polarizer, which 
indicated the formation of the strong chain alignment from the 
stretching. To further track the evolution process of such chain 

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2201178

Figure 1. Highly stretchable p(g2T-T) as the channel material for OECTs. a) Schematic of the mixed ion and hole transport within a stretched p(g2T-T) 
film, which can be used to build highly stretchable and wearable OECTs. b) Photographs of a p(g2T-T) film at 0% or 200% strain. c) Optical microscopy 
image (scale bar: 20 µm) and AFM image (scale bar: 1 µm) of the p(g2T-T) thin film under 200% strain. d) Transfer curves (Vds = −0.6 V) of the OECT 
obtained from p(g2T-T) film under different strains ranging from 0% to 200% in parallel to the charge-transport direction. e) Gm,normalized and µ of the 
stretched p(g2T-T) in OECT devices, which are along two directions: in parallel (filled circles) and in perpendicular (open circles) to the charge-transport 
direction. f) C* and Vth of the p(g2T-T) film under different strains. The Vth was extracted from the transfer curves of OECTs with the stretched p(g2T-T) 
films. Films were stretched along two directions: in parallel (filled circles) and perpendicular (open circles) to the charge-transport direction. C* was 
calculated from the EIS measurement. g) Changes of the Gm,normalized and µ of the p(g2T-T) film during 5000 repeated stretching cycles to 100% strain. 
Films were stretched in parallel to the charge-transport direction.
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alignment during stretching, we utilized polarized UV–vis spec-
troscopy to measure the dichroic ratio (i.e., the ratio between 
the absorption intensity parallel to the alignment direction and 
that perpendicular to the alignment direction), which indeed 
shows the gradual chain alignment during the entire stretching 
process to 200% strain (Figure S14, Supporting Information). 
To study the evolution of crystalline packing structures under 
stretching, we further carried out grazing-incidence X-ray  
diffraction (GIXD) on strained films (Figure S15, Supporting 
Information). Initially, the diffraction pattern indicates a mixed 
packing structure with both face-on and edge-on orientations 
(Figure  2b). During the stretching to 200% strain, strong  
anisotropy in the in-plane (qxy) diffraction emerges with the 
incident X-ray beam parallel versus perpendicular to the strain 
direction. Specifically, higher diffraction intensities from the 
strain-parallel incidence beam indicate the preferred polymer 
chain alignment in the strain direction. In addition, from 
the in-plane 1D linecuts (Figure  2c), it can be observed that 
under 200% strain the relative intensity of the lamella-packing  
diffraction (100) to the π−π stacking diffraction (010) from 
strain-paralleled incident beam gets significantly increased, 
which is likely due to the partial rotation of edge-on packing to 
face-on packing at large strains (Figure 2d).[35] On the molecular 
level, the effective strain dissipation through the chain reori-
entation and alignment should originate from both the rela-
tively flexible thiophene backbone and the moderate interchain  
π–π stacking from the asymmetric backbone structure.

To extract the general design principles for stretchable, 
high-performance RASPs, we further investigate the influ-
ences of side-chain density, backbone linearity, and MW. For 
studying the two chemical-structure factors, we synthesized 
another polythiophene-based RASP,[36] namely poly-[3,3′-bis(2-
(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)-2,2′-bithiophene] (p(gT2))  
(Mn  = 71.0  kDa; PDI = 3.1; Figures S16 and S17, Supporting 
Information), for comparing both their OECT performance 
and mechanical properties (Figure 3a). For OECT performance, 

the [µC*] was calculated as the figure-of-merit for the com-
parison.[24] As shown in Figure  3b, the [µC*] given by p(gT2) 
is only about half of that from p(g2T-T), which is mainly 
originated from the difference in µ, with their C* being sim-
ilar (Figure S18, Supporting Information). From the GIXD  
(Figure S19, Supporting Information) and UV–vis results 
(Figure S20, Supporting Information), the more efficient charge 
transport in p(g2T-T) can be attributed to the closer π–π stacking 
(3.56 Å, vs 3.74 Å from p(gT2)), and stronger short-range aggre-
gation. We reason that the stronger packing in p(g2T-T) should 
come from the lower side-chain substitution density.

Next, the stretchability was compared by also stretching a 
p(gT2) film to 200% strain. As shown in Figure 3c, large cracks 
were generated on a p(gT2) film, together with a substantially 
increased surface roughness (Ra = 8.3 ± 1.1 nm). Such inferior 
stretchability than p(g2T-T) is also reflected from the change 
of the dichroic ratio during stretching, which shows that the 
strain dissipation through chain alignment only lasts to about 
150% strain (Figure 3d). When functioning in OECT devices, 
the lower stretchability of p(gT2) indeed leads to less stable 
performance (Figure 3e; Figure S21, Supporting Information) 
against strain than p(g2T-T). Furthermore, the measurement 
of the elastic moduli of these two polymer films using the 
buckling method (Figure S22, Supporting Information) also 
shows that p(gT2) is stiffer than p(g2T-T) by ≈50% (Figure 3f). 
Structurally, such differences in the mechanical properties 
can be attributed to the higher relative degree of crystallinity 
(RDoC) in p(gT2) than p(g2T-T) (Figure  3f), as a result of 
p(gT2)’s linear backbone structure as compared to the zigzag 
backbone structure of p(g2T-T). In addition, the measure-
ment of glass-transition temperatures (Tg’s) from these two 
polymers (Figure S23, Supporting Information) reveals that 
p(g2T-T) has higher chain dynamics than p(gT2), which also 
benefits stretchability. Overall, this set of comparisons shows 
that the additional unsubstituted thiophene unit in p(g2T-T),  
which leads to both nonlinear backbone and decreased 
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Figure 2. Morphological characterizations of a p(g2T-T) film during stretching. a) Cross-polarized optical microscopy images of the stretched p(g2T-
T). The orthogonal arrows represent the direction of polarizers. Scale bar: 500 µm. b) GIXD patterns of p(g2T-T) films under 0%, 100%, and 200% 
strains, with the incident beam both in parallel (on the left) and in perpendicular (on the right) to the strain direction. c) In-plane line cut of the GIXD 
patterns for p(g2T-T) stretched in both directions from 0% to 200% strain, offset for clarity. d) Schematics showing the rotation and alignment of the 
crystalline structure under strain.
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side-chain density, could benefit both the OECT performance 
and stretchability.

Aside from the chemical structures, the influences of a poly-
mer’s MW on both the electrical and mechanical properties are 
systematically studied on p(g2T-T), by synthesizing four evenly 
distributed MWs in the range of 21–68  kDa (Figure S24 and 
Table S1, Supporting Information). The [µC*] of p(g2T-T) shows 
high dependence on the MW, which mainly reflects MW’s influ-
ence on µ (Figure 4a; Figure S25, Supporting Information). In 
general, MW acts on the charge-transport property through two 
aspects working together: higher crystallinity and structural 
ordering at lower MW, and better tie-chain effect[37] at higher 
MW. For the case of p(g2T-T), the GIXD results (Figure 4b; S26, 
Supporting Information) and UV–vis measurement (Figure S27,  
Supporting Information) indeed reveal higher structural 
ordering at lower MW, and notably, a significant increase 
for the lowest MW (21  kDa) in this group as indicated by the  
redshift of the absorption onset. The decreasing trend of µ from 
21 to 53 kDa suggests that the structural aspect should play the 
dominating role in the lower MW range. As the MW further 
increases to 68  kDa, the enhanced tie-chain effect starts to 
dominate and leads to the increase of the µ. On the other hand, 
MW should influence mechanical stretchability mainly through 
crystallinity and entanglement density. Through stretching the 
thin films of p(g2T-T) in these four MWs to 200% strain, the 
cracks can be observed at 200% strain for the two lower MWs 
(i.e., 21 and 36  kDa) (Figure  4c), which indicates their lower 
stretchability (Figures S28–S30, Supporting Information). 

It is worth noting that the 21  kDa polymer film has a much 
higher crack density and smaller crack size compared with the 
36  kDa, which could result from the higher modulus of the 
21 kDa polymer. Furthermore, this trend of higher stretchability  
from higher MW is also reflected by the change of these films’ 
OECT performance (i.e., [µC*] and µ in Figure 4d, and Figure 
S31, Supporting Information) during stretching to 200% strain, 
with the 21  kDa MW giving the most severe degradation. 
Besides being more stretchable, higher MW also makes the 
polymer softer, as shown by the decrease of the elastic moduli 
of these p(gT2-T) thin films (Figure 4e; Figure S32, Supporting  
Information). The structural origin of such influences of MW 
is verified by the GIXD results, which show a considerable 
decrease of RDoC from the increase of MW (Figure 4e).

Enabled by the high stretchability from p(g2T-T), we proceed 
to fabricate fully stretchable OECT devices on PDMS substrates. 
For the S/D electrodes, we utilized a design of stretchable Au 
based on vertically grown nanowire morphology[38] (Figure S33,  
Supporting Information), which can provide both the required 
low resistance (≈20 Ω sq−1) (Figure S34, Supporting Informa-
tion) and electrochemical stability for OECT operations. The 
fabrication of the stretchable OECT was achieved by transfer-
ring a p(g2T-T) film onto a PDMS substrate with pre-grown 
Au electrode patterns. In an aqueous NaCl electrolyte with 
an Ag/AgCl standard electrode serving as the reference gate 
(Figure  5a), the fully stretchable OECT can provide ideal 
switching behavior in the sub-1 V voltage range, with the peak 
Gm achieving 4.2 mS (Figure  5b). During the stretching to 
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Figure 3. Investigation of the influences of the backbone structure and side-chain density. a) Chemical structures of p(g2T-T) and p(gT2). b) OECT 
performance (i.e., µ and [µC*]) comparison of p(g2T-T) and p(gT2). c) Optical microscopy image (scale bar: 20 µm) and AFM image (scale bar: 1 µm) 
of the p(gT2) under 200% strain. d) Changing trends of the calculated dichroic ratios of p(g2T-T) and p(gT2) films during the stretching from 0% to 
200% strain. e) OECT performance of p(gT2) and p(g2T-T) films that were stretched in parallel to the charge-transport direction. f) Elastic moduli and 
RDoC of p(g2T-T) and p(gT2).
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100% strain in both directions, the Gm only displayed minor 
changes well within one order of magnitude (Figure  5c;  
Figures S35 and S36, Supporting Information), which should 
come from the combined effects of strain-induced anisotropy 
in the p(g2T-T) film and device dimension (i.e., the channel 
length (L) and channel width (W)) changes. Moreover, the 
OECT performance is also highly stable during at least  
1000 repeated stretching cycles to 100% strain (Figures S37 
and S38, Supporting Information). Compared with previously 
reported fully stretchable OECTs[15–21] that are all based on 
PEDOT:PSS channel layer, our device based on a stretchable 
semiconducting polymer not only achieved the normalized 
Gm 70% higher, but also better stretchability in both directions 
(Figure  5d), together with the enhancement-mode operation 
that is highly desired for low power consumption (Figure 5d; 
Table S2, Supporting Information). Besides the great mechan-
ical robustness and electrical performance, the OECT also  
showed great resistance to high temperature and UV 
light, which is favored for long-term wearable applications  
(Figure S39, Supporting Information).

Finally, to demonstrate the applicability of our stretch-
able OECT for skin-conformable sensing of physiological  
signals with built-in amplification, we attached our device to the 
human wrist area for the real-time recording of ECG signals.  
With the ECG signal applied across the gate and source elec-
trodes of the skin-attached OECT (Figure  5e,f), the drain  
current as the recording signal provides amplification to 
the signal through the high Gm of the OECT device, thereby 
achieving a much higher signal to noise ratio (SNR) compared 
to the conventional passive electrode recording. (Figure  5g,h; 
Figure S40, Supporting Information). Furthermore, the high 
stretchability and skin conformability of this OECT sensor 

can allow stable recording during joint movements that cause 
stretching on the sensor (Figure  5h). Overall, this demonstra-
tion shows the unparalleled merits of our stretchable OECTs 
enabled by stretchable RASPs for human-integrated sensing 
with high sensitivity, skin/tissue conformability, and biocom-
patibility at the same time.

3. Conclusion

We have reported a highly stretchable and high-performance 
redox-active semiconducting polymer (RASP), namely p(g2T-T),  
for the development of stretchable OECT-based sensors. The 
p(g2T-T) gives extraordinary stretchability to 200% strain, 
without any crack formation or degradation in its OECT  
performance that is on par with the state-of-the-art. In-depth 
structural characterizations reveal that the high stretchability 
of p(gT2-T) comes from the effective strain dissipation through 
segmental polymer chain reorientation during stretching. On 
the general level for the design of stretchable, high-perfor-
mance RASPs, our further systematic studies have suggested 
that nonlinear backbone architecture, relatively low side-chain 
density, and a higher molecular weight could be beneficial 
design factors. By incorporating the highly stretchable p(g2T-T) 
film with other stretchable components, intrinsically stretchable 
OECTs were fabricated, achieving a record-high normalized Gm  
(≈233 S cm−1) and high stretchability of 100% strain, together 
with the realization of enhancement-mode operation. For dem-
onstrating the unparalleled merits of such stretchable OECTs 
for human-integrated sensing, our device with great skin 
conformability successfully served as a wearable sensor for the 
real-time recording of ECG signals, which achieved both a high 
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Figure 4. Investigation of the influence of MWs on p(gT2-T). a) OECT performance (i.e., µ and [µC*]) comparison of p(g2T-T) with different MWs. b) 
GIXD out-of-plane line cut of the thin films of p(g2T-T) with different MWs, offset for clarity. c) Optical microscopy images of p(g2T-T) thin films with 
different MWs under 200% strain. Scale bar: 20 µm. d) OECT performance of p(g2T-T) films with different MWs that were stretched in parallel to the 
charge-transport direction. e) Elastic moduli and RDoC of p(g2T-T) films with different MWs.
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SNR and stability under skin deformation. This work makes a 
major step in the development of stretchable polymer semicon-
ductors for leveraging the high-sensitivity advantage of OECTs for  
skin/tissue-like wearable and implantable biosensing. In  
pursuit of stretchable OECT-based biosensors for practical 
applications, future efforts are needed for improving long-term 
operational stability, high-resolution integration, sensing speci-
ficity, and bio/immune-compatibility.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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Figure 5. P(g2T-T) based intrinsically stretchable OECT, and its function as a wearable ECG sensor. a) Schematic showing the structure of the intrinsi-
cally stretchable OECT. b) Transfer curve and Gm of the intrinsically stretchable OECT at the 0% strain. c) Changes of Gm of the stretched OECT, which 
are along two directions: parallel (filled circles) and perpendicular (open circles) to the charge-transport direction. d) Comparisons of our stretchable 
OECT with previously reported stretchable OECTs that are all based on PEDOT:PSS as the channel layer.[15,18,20,21] e) Schematic showing the circuit 
diagram for the use of the intrinsically stretchable OECT for on-body ECG recording. f) Photograph of the OECT for the ECG test and a zoomed-in 
optical microscopy image showing the device structure. Scale bar: 500 µm. g,h) Photographs showing the conformable attachment of the OECT on 
the wrist without (g) and with (h) bending, and the corresponding ECG signals acquired from the human body. The gate and source electrodes were 
connected to commercial gel electrodes that were adhered to the skin for acquiring the ECG signals from the human body.
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